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1. INTRODUCTION.

The study of the processes controlling the dispersión of

radionuclides and other trace substances through the biosphere

derivates its importance from the potential impact that the

radionuclides have on the health of the human populations.

The intention of the work is to explore the foundations of

radioecological modelization with environmental assessment

purposes. In particular its relation with the theory of dynamic

systems, and the basic hypothesis underlying the modelization

practices. Some very theoretical considerations will be followed

by some guidelines for the application of the concepts to specific

problems of radiological modelization in assessment of

consequences.

In general the starting point in the radioecological assessment of

a biospheric scenario is an área source of radionuclides. These

nuclides are flowing into and through the biosphere in a

concentration that is a potential risk for human populations.

The concept 'biosphere' has been traditionally understood as a

synonime of 'place' and 'scenario' vhere the life developes.

However this definition in order to be operative for modelizatimi

purposes has to be made more precise, therefore ve will consi'Jei

the biosphere as a complex assamblage of processes. More

specifically they will be:



- Material processes

- Energetic processes

- Informational processes

These processes are, we assume, partially self-organized in a

stable way (in the temporal scale of interest).

This complex set of flows and forces are previous to any

radiological scenario of human origin.

The description of these flows is relevant to be able to model the

dispersive properties of the environment and the actual dispersión

of radionuclides in the scenario of interest.

This formulation is cióse to the concept of 'biospheric system', a

much more dynamic concept where we have not simply an 'ecosphere'

or physical médium, but a system of biological processes that

interact and co-evolve with its physical médium [Odum 1972]

[Margalef 1977] [Lovelock, Margulis and other 1989].

The concept of biospheric system includes so: a) a physical

médium, b) a set of processes and flows of energy, materials and

information that define the selforganization of 'Life', and

(c) the interactions between the living beings and the ecosystems

they are dependent.

The physical médium is a narrow band included in a layer 10 Km

above and below the sea level. It includes matter in different

phases: gaseous materials in the atmosphere; liquid materials in

oceans,drainage waters in continents, underground waters...;

crystalline and amorphous phases in rocks and soils; dissolved and

resuspended phases in aquatic solutions , nuclides dissol-'ed j<>

rocks, atmospheric aerosols,...; temporary plasma phases in

lightnings and fires; and complex combinations of some of the

phases above, like in the underground porous media.



The life is a set of processes that (meta)stably self-organize in

that physical médium. This self-organization implies a partial

autonomy of the relations and interactions that defines to the

system in relation to the fluctuations of the environment.

Finally, the biospheric 'complex' system mantains its partial

autonomy by means of a permanent thermodynamic interchange with

other (meta)stable systems in its environment. These systems

('litosphere', 'atmosphere', 'hydrosphere', 'criosphere'...) are

not separed from the biosphere by clear cut boundaries.

The individual living beings are described in modern cybernetics

as 'autopoietic systems'. That means that they are systems that

produce their own existence generating continuosly their

constituent elements and their own organization [Várela &

Maturana 1974]. These individuáis are continuously subjected to

disorganizing perturbations coming from the environment. The

alfa, beta and gamma radiation ('ionizing radiation'), natural or

artificial, is one of these sources of potentially disorganizing

perturbations.

A living being protects itself from the disorganization with a

permanent reorganization that includes a routinary reparation of

tissues, substitution of cells and cellular repair of damaged

parts in the ADN. High levéis of ionizing radiation increases the

probability of appearance of genetic damages that may not be

repared with enough celerity in order to allow a correct celular

replication. The coincidence of several damages like these in the

same cell may start a cancerous process.

The "dose" of radiation received by a tissue is an important

concept in radiological protection. It is defined as the en°'cy

intercepted per unit mass of tissue.

The concept of dose malees possible to relate the quantity and

distribution of the ionizing radiation received by a person with
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the health risk through functions experimentally stablished. The

risk includes mainly the cancerogenic disorganization and other

effects in the person and its descendents.

Vhen a certain quantity of radioactive atoms is deposited in some

geographical place it is virtually certain that, sooner or later,

they will penétrate into the biospheric system of flovs.

Therefore, a knowledge as deep as possible on the processes

controling the biospheric radionuclide transport has the greatest

interest in order to prevent the possible radiological impacts on

current and future generations.



2. THE DISPERSIÓN IN A COMPLEX MEDIA.

When a set of radionuclides penetrates into the biosphere it

disperses in media with different phases and subjected to very

different processes: mainly flow of materials, energy and

information.

Frequently the phases are separated, so that the nuclide disperse

from one phase into another crossing áreas of quick change in the

dispersive properties of the media (xinterphasesx). These

different phases can be recognized by the relatively high

continuity and stability of some dispersive properties. We will

cali these regions ^continuous media1.

For this reason is quite convinient to study the dispersión

processes in these media of simple phase, e.g. the aquatic and

atmospheric media.

However we should retain that the nuclides dispersión does not

depend only on their physicochemical properties and the

physicochemical properties of the media: In addition it depends

on the energetic and material flows that are previously crossing

the media. These processes are, essentially of physical, chemical

or biological nature. Some examples of these flows and gradients

are: advective movements of mass air, drainage basins of water,

underground water flows, bacterian reduction or oxidation of

molecules, bioturbation of nuclides in soils, etc. These

pre-existing flows are not necessarily steady flows: they may be

seasonal, may have nonregular cycles, or may have associated some

typical temporal intermittency that must be defined statisticallv

before we are able to formúlate the dispersión model-

The next table shows some of the most common processes with

influence in the radionuclide dispersión. We must notice that

some of them take place in continuous media, other take place
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through interphases and other are included in more complex

processes involving biological, ecological or social systeras.

-Radiactive decay and Nucleogenesis
-Physic Difussion

Physical <j-Advection
-Turbulent transport

{-Dilution-Reprecipitation
-Chemical reactions

Biological

-Bioturbation and transport
-Interception of contamination
-Metabolization
-Bioacumulation

f-Transport through ecologic assamblages
Ecologic ^-Genetic variabilities in domestic species

.Social -Economies, habits, diets...

Some of these processes will be described in the following

pages.



3. THE PHYSICAL DISPERSIÓN IN A HOMOGENEOUS MEDIA.

When the media supporting a group of nuclides is aproximately

a monophasic fluid (air, water, etc.) the physical processes

called 'advection', 'difussion' and Hurbulent transpport^ are

frecuently among the dominant processes in the dispersión of the

nuclides.

The atmospheric system for example is an excelent dispersive

media of particulated and gaseous substances.

When a substance gets into the atmosphere in either of these forms

it suffers an increasing dispersión around the point where it was

emitted because of the random collisions with the atoms in the

médium.

The real process, as formulated by the most detailed physical

models, appears as a relative movement of billions of atoms with

typical velocities of hundreds of meters per second in each cubic

milimeter of air. Such a description is however too detailed for

us, since we are not interested in the particular history of each

radiactive atom but in the average quantity of radionuclides in

macroscopic volumes of air after the emission.

We will limite our descriptions to the way the mass (or quantity)

of radionuclides disperse in macroscopic volumes. An aproximated

description in this framework is to say that the radioactive mass

diffuse in the air, is carried by the movement of the mass air and

is carried by little eddies and atmospheric turbulences.

Any one who has ever observed the explossion of a little rpHei

knows these three phenomena. After the explossion a spheroidal

gray cloud is produced. This spheroid moves driven by the wind

(advective flow). In addition, the smoke cloud increases its .

apparent diameter because its atoms dilute in the surrounding air
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(diffussion). Simultaneously to the increase of volume, the

spheroid generates arborescent forras in its contours, lossing

quickly the spheroidal aspect (effect of eddies and atmospheric

turbulence with size from 1 cm to 10 cm).

a) Diffusion.

We can suppose the movement direction of the radionuclide to be

random (random walk hypothesis). If we have two neighboring

regions with different relative concentration of nuclides, and

separated by a surface, a higher quantity of atoms will cross the

surface from the most populated región into the less populated

región than vice versa. This kind of assimetry produces in general

a net flow of atoms from regions with high density of atoms into

the regions with a lower density of atoms.

Mathematically expresed, the flow is proportional to the

difference of concentration between the two neighboring regions

and inversely proportional to the distance separating the two

regions:

Sd = -D dd* (3.1)

where S, is the net flow in a direction d, and 3,ty is the

"gradient of concentration" y in this direction. The parameter D

is the "diffusion coefficient".

If we represent the space like a puzzle of little regions with

different concentrations, these local concentrations evolve in

time in the way expressed by the equation of continuity of matter:

= - 7-S (3.2)
9t

where S is the vector constructed with the flows (3.1) in three

ortogonal directions (e.g., x,y and z).
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In an aquatic media the process of difussion is completly

analogue, and it can be represented by the same formula

(3.1)-(3.2) although the difussion coefficient D will have a

different valué in the new media.

b) Advection

If the dispersive médium moves like a fluid, the contamination

contained in the fluid will be carried by the flows. If we know

the fluid velocity v in each spatial point, we can calcúlate the

contaminant flow per unit of surface:

S = viKx,y,z) (3.3)

where iKx,y,z) is the contaminant concentration in the point

(x,y,z).

The local fluid velocity v is in general included in a

preexistent "field" of velocities, e.g. wind patterns, water

currents, etc. Frequently these advective macropatterns are

very variable with time, and must be defined probabilistically.

A different kind of advection occurs when the médium does not

move but the nuclides are atracted by external forces capable of

discrimínate them inside the médium. For instance, radioactive

aerosols are attracted by the gravity with larger intensity than

the surrounding air atoras, and so they are systematically carried

downward in the médium as time goes on. In this way the médium

does not move but the aerosols suffer in average a vertical flow.

The average speed is proportional to the quotient be^-^en thc

particle weigth and a "collisional friction" with the air

particles. When the particles come from a radioactive aerial

reléase this speed is called "dry deposition velocity". It is one

of the most important parameters controlling the transfer of
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radioactive aerosols from air to soil, crops and surface water.

The transport of nuclides in a dispersive médium vith difussion

and advection can be mathematically described as:

— = - v.VtJ/ + V(D VifO + I - Xt ( 3 . 4 )
3t e

where we have substituted (3.1) and (3.3) in (3.2) and we have

added two new terms: X. ̂> and I.

Xty account for the radioactive decay losses and I = I(x,y,z)

represents the flows of contamination penetrating the médium from

the outside or leaving the system into the outside. The constant

X is the radioactive semidecay constant of the nuclides. If there

is a mix of nuclides with different X we should state several

equations like (3.4), one for each kind of nuclides.

c) Turbulent transport

When the fluid médium is crossed by intense energy flows, a

fraction of this energy diverts into eddies and other self-

organized turbulent structures. The figure 1 shows the formation

of an eddy from a high speed advective flow inestabilization

[Reynold 1985] [Ludwig 1988].

At first, eddies and little scale turbulence were considered

little scale intermittent advective forms. But this formulation

is not fruitfull since the geometry of the turbulence is not that

of a typical continuous field of velocity ("smooth fields") more

or less complicated and intermittent. Rather they possess

self-similar ^fractal^ spacial geometry ("wrinkled fields")- t- r

Richardson [Richardson 1922] described this situation with these

words: "Big whorls have little whorls, which feed on their

velocity; and little whorls have lesser whorls, and so on to

viscosity..."
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Viscosity is really the disipative process that interrupts the

spatial self-similar recurrence at some little scale.

Atmospheric clouds for instance posess this self-recurrent

structure through scales ranging 4 order of magnitude [Ludwig

1988].

Atmospheric vind patterns usually posess some dominant cyclicities

joined to a highly random background of infinite less intense

cyclicities. The Fourier spectrum of the temporal behaviour of any

component of a windfield has some peaks and spikes that are

surrounded by a continuous background of frequencies. The temporal

behaviour of turbulent velocity fields is even more impredictible.

The spikes and peaks are usually lost in the continuous spectrum,

showing the intrinsic impredictibility of vhat is called "chaotic

dynamics".

Some authors have tried to relate experimentally some parameters

describing air and water in turbulent conditions (e.g. Reynold

and Prandt numbers) with a turbulent diffusión coefficient D .

This D should be added to the difussion coefficient in equation

(3.4) in order to obtain the "effective" diffusion coeficient De.

This De should be determined experimentally in different

conditions of turbulence and media.

This aproximation works well only with little turbulent media. It

is the case usually in aquatic biospheric flows, where the

flow of energy crossing the médium per unit of mass is small and

the viscosity is large. Both circumstances inhibit the development

of high turbulences. But this is not usually the case in the

atmospheric turbulence.

Other authors have tried to relate statistically the spacial and

temporal descriptors of the turbulence (e.g. fractal dimensión,

Fourier spectrum) with its dispersive properties.
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The Hausdorff dimensión or 'fractal dimensión' is a usefull

measurement of the spacial 'density' of a self-similar set of

eddies.

Hentschel and Procaccia [1984] have studied spatially

'homogeneous' and 'steady' atmospheric turbulence. This authors

have obtained an equation for the evolution in time of the

correlation between nuclides initially cióse each other. the

expression for the diffusivity, or temporal variation in the

variance of the nuclide distribution is:

d<R2>/dt ~ <£>
1/3R4/3(R/l)1/2-D/6 t«tR

d<R2>/dt ~ <e>1/3R4/3(R/l)2~2D/3 t»tD (3.5)

where R is a typical distance among the partióles, 1 is the

typical scale of the highest turbulences, and D is the fractal

dimensión in the turbulence, vhich is related with the flov of

energy crossing the región per unit of volume and time.

Tipically, 2.50 < D < 2.78 in atmospheric turbulence. That means

that the turbulence does not fill the tridimensional space, but

has a dimensión larger than a surface. tR is the typical time

needed for a particle to walk the distance R.

In this model the deformation and turbulent 'dispersión of an

atmospheric radiactive cloud depends on its initial form and the

fractal dimensión of the preexisting atmospheric steady

turbulence.

3.1 The steady dispersión in a continuous reléase.

If we have a punctuall reléase or "pulse" Q in a continuous m^iinin

with a constant rate, we can intégrate the equation (4) to

obtain the concentration of contaminant downwind:
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G(x,t,xo,T) = (3.6)

f [x-X0-Vx(t-T)]
2>| f [y-y -y (t-T)]»-| ( [ Z-»0-Vg( t-X] *

( exp{- ¿ > exp^
J t J{ 4D (x )(t-x) J t 4D (xn)(t-x) J I 4D (xn)(t-T) J

0' ' 1/2 1/2 1/2
[4n Dx(x0)(t-T)]

i/Z [4n Dy(x0)(t-T)]
i/¿ [4E Dz(xQ)(t-T)]

i/Z

vhere x« is the vector (x^y^jZ^.).

If instead of a pulse Q we have a functional reléase f(xo,x) which

varies in space and time then the general solution of (3.4) can be

obtained by the convolution integral:

*(x,t) = G(x,t,xO,x) f(xO,x) dxndx (3.7)

V

with G given by the equation (3.6).

If the coefficients D are functions of the point, then the
x > y > z

equation (3.6) is only valid in infinitesimal times (t-x)-K). In such

case, the equation (3.7) can be used if f(xO,x) is redefined in each

time step including as a source in x« the contribution of activity

coming from neighbour regions to x«.

The plume suffer also washout and dry deposition on the soil and

radioactive decay which must be in general included as sinks in

f(x Q,x).

A FORTRAN code able to solve problems like (3.5)-(3.7) can be found in

[Garcia-Olivares 1992].

Considering a systematic reléase and taking into account the

reflection of the plume in the soil surface the equation (3.7)

becomes:
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i v f y 1 í x f (z~h)

expj- 2~[ |
2 E a a v I 2CT J

y Z y

where Iv is the reléase rate (Bq/s), a ,a are theoretically
2 y Z

proportional to x and to the effective diffusion coeficients.

This approach has been frequently used to estímate the magnitude

order of the armospheric contamination produced by a systeraatic

atmospheric reléase under steady wind conditions. This approach is

knovn as the 'gaussian plume model'.

The sigma parameters are better aproximated experimentally as x*\

with p varying with the atmospheric stability [Pasquill,F. 1961]

[Pasquill 1962] [Pasquill 1974] [Gifford 1961] [Gifford 1976].

This is an indirect way to take into account the observed

turbulence.

In (3.8) ve have taken into account the reflection of

contamination in the soil plain. If the local topography is

complex and the wind is not steady then the solution (3.8) is no

longer applicable. In addition, this solution does not take into

account loss processes like rain dilution and radioactive decay.

3.2 Dispersión in rivers, lakes and seas.

Open seas are continuous media in which the dispersión of

nuclides can be well represented as an advective-diffusive

process like (3.4). Large scale advective currents should be

studied in each particular case.

Rivers and lakes are continuous media submitted to particular

boundaries and particular advection currents. The boundary

14



conditions are restrictions to the nuclide dispersión in the

limits of the continuous médium, e.g. absorption by sediments,

reflexión, partial filtration into underground water, etc.

In the first moments, a systematic reléase in a river vill

disperse downriver in a similar way a gaussian atmospheric

plume do downwind. Dovnriver, múltiple reflexions in the

boundaries (and difussion) vill homogenize the contamination in

the whole section of tb.3 river. This happens when the radial

standard deviation of the 'plume' (a = a or cr in 3.8) is

larger than the width and depth of the river.

1 > v r2/a 2 (3.9)

The front of homogeneous contamination will advance downriver

later on. If there is no new flow aportation from tributarles,

and the boundaries simply reflect the contamination, then the

concentration of contamination stays constant behind the

front.

In the steady state t -» °° we have a constant concentration which

is only dependent from the quotient between the rate of reléase

and the river flow in the point considered:

C . = I /R (3.10a)
w,i v

where:

C . is the concentration of the nuclide-i (Bq/m3)
w, i
I is the rate of reléase (Bq/a) (a: year)

R is the river flow in the point considered (m3/a).

If we consider radioactive decay losses, we have:

Iv
Cv,i = —-exp (-Xr-t ) (3.10b)

R P
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where X is the radioactive semidecay constant (a ) and t is

the transit time from the nuclide from the reléase point to the

place considered.

If there are losses of contamination in the boundaries the steady

state concentration C . will be reduced by a factor F that
w, i

depends on the boundary properties in different places downriver:

where C . is given by (3.10a) or (3.10b) and 1 is the legthw, i
downriver.

The dispersión in lakes is a priori similar to the river one but

the residence time x of the radionuclides in a lake is sometimes

very long. For this reason the semidecay constant must be

accounted:

C . = Iv /( R + XV) (3.11)
w, i

where R is the flow leaving the lake, V is its volume and X is

the radioactive decay of a radionuclide-i.

The formula above assumes that the contamination can diffuse

homogeneously in the whole lake with typical times much smaller

than the permanence time x = V/R. Some lakes however are seasonaly

stratified in layers with different temperature. While it happens

the lake can not mix uniformly the contamination because the

turbulent diffusion is very small. Usually the seasonal cycle

break periodically the stratification, and it must be considered

in the long term modelization.

Finally, confined seas, or seas partially sourrounded by coast,

can be considered as lakes subjected to tides in order to obtain

the order of magnitude the concentration. It is possible to use

the formula (3.11) changing R for the water renovation due to

16



tides. However, a more exact calculation should consider advective

transport due to the particular structure of currents in the sea.
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4. TRANSPORT IN POROUS MEDIA.

A porous médium is an agrégate of grains in the solid phase among

vhich are empty voids there occupied by air or water. It is a

typical dispersive médium in the lytosphere surface. The local

contamination of an underground porous soil crossed by an

underground water flow is able to transport the contamination to

the distance typical of a geographic región (10 to 10**3 Km).

When the voids are occupied with air (non-saturated médium) the

radionuclide dispersión is dominated by a slow difussion throug

the voids. This difussion is filtrated by the partial dilution of

the nuclides inside the solid phase of the médium, and by

chemical reactions between those and the solid surfaces.

When water flows through the voids (saturated médium),

two new processes add to the procesess commented: The advective

dragging by the water and the partial dilution of the nuclides in

water. In this case advection is usually the dominant process in

the transport and the nuclide's reactivity and solubility

retárdate and filter this water dragging.

These processes can be described with transport equations like

(3.4), where the field velocity v can be obtained from a

piezometric field experimentally obtained through the formula:

v = - K Vp (4.1)

where Vp is the piezometric gradient [Custodio 1983].
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5. THE DISPERSIÓN IN SOME INTERPHASES.

Ve have called interphase to any discontinuity in the dispersive

properties in the biosphere (e.g. boundaries of rivers, lak.es,

seas, soils, crops, animáis, living beings...).

Places with a sharp change of properties are complex places. The

nuclide flovs through these places will be in general influenced

by processes much more heterogeneous than those expressed in eq.

(3.4). The specific processes are very dependent on the local

properties of the phases in contact.

In radionuclide dispersión there is a set of important examples,

that appear as dominant processes in many situations:

- Resuspension of radioactive particles (or atoms) from the soil

surface into the atmosphere.

- Deposition of particles (or atoms) from air to soils, crops and

water.

- Interchange of dissolved atoms between water and sediments in

rivers, lakes and seas. The sediments may be suspended or

stratified.

- Percolation and filtration downward of the radionuclides

deposited in soil surfaces untill th .y join the underground

water.

- Human economic activities of extraction, use of water, etc.

- Radicular interchange of nuclides between vegetation and soil.

- Ingestión and metabolization of radionuclides by domestic

animáis and human beings.

Frecuently these transfer processes take place in cor>pcuati^n

with site-specific processes.
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5.1 Atmosphere/soil interchange; Resuspension and deposition

Let us assurae that certain quantity of radionuclides have

been deposited in atonde form on the soil. A fraction of them will

associate to particules in the soil. Another fraction will

percolate into deeper soils, driven mainly by filtrating water.

A contaminated soil is a potential source of resuspended

particles in the atraosphere due to wind, human mechanical

activities and other energetic flows that are able to pump up the

particles from the surface sooner or later.

The presence of a steady wind with speed v on a surface with

contamination C (Bq/m2) provoke a friction on the surface able

to start the movement of the most free particles on it. The

heaviest particles jump and fall again. The lightest ones are

risen and incorporated to the advective wind flow studied in

section 3.

The particles with highest radiological interest are those with

size smaller than 100 micrometers, because they can be transported

to high distances and because bigger particles are not respirable

and so they do not contribute so much to the dose [Anspaugh et

al. 1975].

It has been observed that the fraction of respirable particles

risen per unit of surface and time ('resuspension rate' r )

critically depends (a) on the 'friction velocity' v^ due to the

wind on the soil and (b) on the soil compaetness. A good

aproximation is [Till 1983]:

$t = C t (5.1)

with: r = C v.r *
and: v^ =0.6 v / In (z/z,,)
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where §f is the activity penetrating into the air per squared

meter and second, z is the height at vhich the wind velocity v

has been mesured and z» is the soil rugosity. The parameters C

and k vary vith the soil compactness (itself wet dependent). The
-10 2 3order of magnitude of C is 10 s /m and k ranges from 2 to

6.5 vith most frequent valúes around 3. The wide variability of

this expression makes recomendable the experimental obtention of

parameters like k and C from the specific location under study.

The inverse flow is the deposition of contaminated partióles from

air to soil. When the rain is not present the main mechanism is

the 'dry, deposition'. The activity deposited per square meter

and second is called the 'dry deposition rate' #4 (Bq/m2/s). It
s

can be expressed like:

ii = v i(/ (5.2)
s g v v '

where $ is the activity concentration in the air (Bq/m3) which is

supposed to be homogeneous near the soil, and v is the

deposition velocity (m/s). This v is the sum of three
o

contributions [Sehmel & Hodgson 1976]: (i) An effective velocity

to the soil due to the turbulent difussion, (ii) an equivalent

contribution from the brownian difussion, (iii) a contribution

from the vertical gradient of particles and the gravitational

drag. The explicit consideration of these three phenomena results

in the theoretical expression:

( v/z U l n C g 52(p-p')
+ D ^ — + (5.3)

g I dv/dz J dz 18 n

where C is the particle concentration in air, directly related

with t|/. z is the hight on the soil. dv/dZ is the vertical gr-T-l i <=-n'

in the wind velocity. D is the brownian difussion constant, T|/ is

the activity concentration in air, g is the gravitational

acceleration, S is the particle diameter, p is the particle's

density, p' is the air density and X] is the air viscosity.
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Electric forces between particles and surfaces are sometimes

important in the process of deposition on vegetation canopies, but

they have been ignored in (5.3).

The rain and snov provoke a drag in the air contaminated particles

and gaseous radionuclides. It may be represented as a 'wet

deposition rate' §4- :

#4- = y - A • h (5.4)

where A is a washout constant (d-1) and h is the average height

of the rain clouds (rn). A uniform concentration between clouds

and soil has been assumed. The washout constant is supossed to

vary with the precipitation rate I (mm/d) in the way:

A = a I P (5.4b)

where a is the washing constant and (3 is an exponent between 1 and

2. a depends on the suspended material, e.g. the aerodinamic

diameter of the particles, and the solubility of the gases.

Dry and wet deposition make the contaminated cloud to loss

activity. The rate of loss of concentration in the cloud may be

quantified through the expression:

3Q
(5.5)— = - X Q - A Q - v

where X is the radioactive decay constant, A is the regional área

where the deposition is taking place, and iKx,y.n> is ti": '<'

concentration calculated with eq. (3.6)-(3.7).
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5.2 Infiltration of radionuclides from soil surfaces.

The systematic action of rain and irrigation on the soil

surface provoke a dilution of a fraction of the nuclides deposited

on the soil and then an advective drag into deeper soils through

the soil voids. The contaminated water can then potentially get

into the underlying aquiferous.

Let us assume that the water filtrates with a velocity given by:

v w = I / e (5.6)

where I is the rain rate plus the irrigation rate (mm/a) and e is

the soil porosity. The radionuclides do not go with the water

totally: a fraction of them continué in the solid phase, bound to

the grains. This is equivalent to a slowing down in the advective

velocity of the migrating radionuclides relatively to the water:

(5.7)

where the retardation coefficient R« is:

1 (5.8)

where p is the soil density, Kd is the distribution coefficient

of nuclides between the solid and liquid phases [(Bq/Kg)/(Bq/l)]

and e is the soil porosity.

If the soil properties do not change with the depth i t is po—n-u

to easily calcúlate the contamination flow i-I [Bq/(m2a)J into

deeper soils through the expression:
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v R
•4- = — *_ (5.9)

where L is the layer depth and y the surface concentration

(Bq/m2). The parameter Kd is highly variable even for a same kind

of soil and radionuclide, because it depends on local variables

(pH, concentration of other ions, etc) with a high spacial

variability [Bunzl,K 1986] [Kershaw 1986] [Burton 1986] [Bittel

1986].

More accurate approaches are possible. For example, the GS2 and

GS3 model [Davis & Segol 1985] is able to solve the two and

three-dimensional transport of solved radionuclide and solute

through a partially saturated soil by using an hydraulic

conductivity which depends on the water contení of the void.

5.3 Water-sediments interchanges.

The interaction between dissolved radionuclides and

sediraents is a complex phenomena that includes sedimentation,

absorption, chemical reaction, reprecipitation, resolution and

resuspension.

The simplest approaching to these phenomena is to include all of

them in a 'coarse grain' distribution coeficient Kd,

experimentally obtainable for each nuclide. As usual, this

parameter Kd is defined as the ratio of nuclide concentration in

the solid and dissolved phases under equilibrium conditions:

Sediments concentration
Kd = (5-!°>

Water concentration

The interaction between dissolved nuclides and nuclides in

sediments is a double direction 'desorption/sorption' process that
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tends tovard a steady state if isolated. For this reason, the

equilibrium (4.10) will be achieved only after that the time of

the problem is much greater than the characteristic times of the

six processes mentioned above.

Uhen a flowing water (e.g. a river) transporting a given

concentration of dissolved radionuclides enters a región in vhich

the sediments have not reached yet the equilibrium concentration

the water tends to loóse contamination in favour of the sediments.

The oposite is true when the water is little contaminated in

relation to the sediments.

The case of a river water contaminated by a systematic reléase is

slightly more complicated because we have a steady contribution of

not-contaminated suspended sediments transported by the river

flow. In the steady state the contamination is transported

downriver by the water and by the suspended sediments. For this

reason the presence of transported sediments causes the water

concentration to decrease by a factor F [NRPB 1979]:

1
F = (5.11)

1 + Kd • ss

where ss is the concentration of suspended sediments (Kg/1).

The distribution coefficient Kd is very dependent on the

radionuclide and sediment considered [Burton 1986] [Kershow 1986]

[Nevissi 1986]. A list of generic Kd can be found in [IAEA 1982].

5.4 Estuaries.

Estuaries can be considered interphases between the riverine

media and maritime médium due to the quick change in the

dispersive properties taking place in them. The gradients in the

dispersive properties are related to the following features:
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(a) the water salinity changes from typical valúes of 0.5 parts

per thousand in a river to typical valúes of 35 parts per

thousand in the sea. This salinity gradient has a strong

influence in the radionuclides behavior and it is able to cause

the reprecipitation of some dissolved radionuclides due to the

transition to a new chemical equilibrium.

(b) Estuaries are energetic systems due to the effect of the

tides. These cyclic mass movements provoke a mixing of fresh

water and salt water, and a strong resuspension of sediments

which absorbe a fraction of the dissolved activity.

The patterns of flow and sediment resuspension are very site

specific. For this reason it is impossible to apply generic models

to estuaries. The advective tide cycle should be characterized

with field measurements. And the effective diffusion coeficients

for different points can be obtained with the help of tracer

substances released ad hoc. This characterization of the site

malees possible the use of the eq. (2.4) to calcúlate the transport

of the radionuclides.

A compartmental model of marine dispersión also applicable to

estuarine conditions has been developped in [Abril, J.M. 1991].

5.5 Runoff and drainage of radionuclides.

The drainage of radionuclides by runoff in a catchment or a slope

is caused by the flowing water coming from the rain.

Dragging of radionuclides only takes place when the > ain v-i1- '<

larger than the absorption capacity of the soil.

The intermitteney of the showers and the coupling of the runoff

with other processes like the infiltration and the sediment
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interchange makes the modelling of the drainage to become very

complex.

A model of drainage of water, soil and nuclides in catchments and

slopes can be found in [García-Olivares & Agüero 1994]. This model

has been applied to a real catchment surrounding a lake

[García-Olivares & Agüero 1993].
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6. TRaNSFKR INTD BIOIOGICM,

From the point of view of the organization, biological systems are

the most complex systems known.

This complexity derives from the requirements that its

organization must fullfills: it must guarantee a permanent

self-production of the system ("autopoiesis" in Maturana and

Várela terminology [Várela & Maturana 1974]), and this production

must be stable in the presence of a variety of perturbations.

From the point of view of the transfer of radionuclides, the most

important feature derived from the complex organization is the

existence of a metabolism: a highly self-organized set of flows of

matter and energy which is the main driver of the contamination

inside the living organism.

We now briefly study the transfer into this type of systems.

6.1 Tlte contri nation of vegetation.

Human beings have simbiotically depended on domesticated

photosynthetic beings from the neolitic era and the situation

probably is not going to change in the near future. A wide

extensión of continental fertile surfaces are crops destinated to

feeding human beings and cattle. For this reason the vegetation

contamination is one of the most important pathways through which

the radioactive contamination can get into the animal and human

metabolism.

The two a priori most important pathways of contamination into the

vegetation are (i) the external contamination by air deposition

and (ii) the internal contamination by radicular absorption. In

accute situations like a nuclear accident the first pathways

usually dominates over the second. The oposite is true in
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systematic releases coming from radioactive wastes placed in

shallow or deep soils.

In this second situation the flow of activity through the

biosphere tends to reach a steady state. So we can assums a

constant contribution of contamination in the calculation. Usually

the irrigation with contaminated water is one of the most

important pathways. An invariant set of reference humans habits of

consumption and labour are frequently assumed, to make possible

the estimation of doses and risks.

For accute reléase situations we raust take into account the

transitpry (non steady) response of the vegetation to the activity

coming from the air and soil. This iitplies the need to model

phenomena like (fig. 2): interception varying with the growth;

resuspension soil/plant surface; wash-out due to rain and wind;

sublimation, evaporation and other losses from the plant surface;

translocation between surface and body of the plant; double

direction soil-plant interchange throug the roots [Till & Meyer

1983] [Kohler et al 1991, "Description of the models"].

An explicit expression for the contamination of a crop after a

punctual reléase T (Bq) can be obtained if we neglect phenomena

like resuspension and translocation and we assume that the

soil/roots interphase has reached its steady state:

T-fR (1 - exp(-Xe-t ))
Cv,i = | — + Cs,i-Bv,i| * exp(-A.r-t )

Y Xe J
(6.1)

where Cv,i is the vegetación concentration of the radionuclide
nin(Bq/(m2-a),

T is the radionuclide aportation (usually through deposition and

irrigation with contaminated water) (Bq) ;

fR: Interception factor (dimensionless).

Xe: Effective washout constant: It includes rain and wind washout,
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subliraation and other processes (a ).

Y: Vegetation density or 'Yield factor' (Kg dry weigth /m 2).

Cs,i: Soil concentration of the radionuclide "i"(Bq/Kg dry).

Bv,i: Soil/roots equilibrium concentración factor (Bq/Kg dry plant

/ Bq/kg dry soil).

t : Time between the punctual reléase and the recolection (a).

t : Time from the recolection till the consumption (a).
a -1

Xr: Radioactive decay constant (a ).

This expression has some validity in a temporal scale of several

years. For long term it is not valid because the crops parameters

and species can not be considered as invariant.

6.2 Transfer into milk and beef of cattle.

The concentration of radionuclides in milk is supposed to

depend directly on the quantity and level of contamination of

the foodstuff consumed by the animal. If we assume a steady

ingestión of contamination by the animal the milk concentration

can be calculated using an equilibrium concentration factor Fm

that represents the fraction of daily ingested activity that

passes daily to the milk [(Bq/1)/(Bq/d)]:

Cm,i = Fm • Ca,i • QF • exp(-Xr-tf) (6.2)

where

Qn,i: is the milk concentración of the radionuclide "i".

Ca,i: Forage concentración, calculated by (6.1) (Bq/Kg dry weight)

QF:Daily forage mass consumed by the animal (Kg/d dry weight)

tf:Time between the animal consumption of contamination and the

human consumption of the milk (d) .

Xr: Radioactive constant (d ).

The use of this equilibrium factor Fm in accute non steady

ingestión can result in overpredictions in the first moments and
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underpredictions on the long term.

The activity concentration in beef can be cálculated with the

same formula (6.2) if we use a similar equilibrium factor F, ,

where we must define F. now as the fraction of daily ingested

activity that pass daily to the meat [(Bq/Kg)/(Bq/d)]. Similarly,

tf must be considered now as the number of days between the animal

ingestión of contamination and the human consumption of the beef.

The metabolic parameters in cattle and other animáis nave been

very little studied up to now. For this reason, "renormalized"

metabolic human models being applied to animáis are frequent

[NRPB 1979] [Garcia-Olivares et al. 1993]. The fig. 7

includes one of these models. When we have non steady conditions

these more detailed models improve the simulation in relation

with the equilibrium models. But in steady state and slowly

varying conditions the approach (6.1) and (6.2) are usually

enough.
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7. THEORETIC&L MODELS &ND MODELIZATION.

A model is a formal representation of a set of hypothetically real

ítems (objects, processess, phenomena). This representation

relates general theories on generic items with auxiliar theories

on the specific items and with auxiliar hypotheses on the

adequacy of the theories to the items.

The theory of dispersión in little turbulent continuous media,

the physicochemical processes of reprecipitation under constant

temperature and pressure, the microscopic process of aerosol

deposi-tion in a theoretical surface, and other processes studied

in the paragraphs before are examples of generic theories on

ideal processes. These theories must be joined to auxiliar

hypotheses dealing with the specific 'barroquism' of the real

situation we are describing.

Real biospheric media are heterogeneous. It is not possible to

utilize equations like (3.4) to quantify the dispersión in this

kind of media. A procedure that has demonstrated its usufullness

for practical porposes is the 'systemic methodology': The

biospheric system is divided in subsystems. Each subsystem is

choosed in such a way that we can apply the same 'mechanistic'

approach (3.4) to all its spacial points or when a continuity

in the dispersive properties is found in them. Interphases are

places with a quick variation of the dispersive properties of the

médium or where a change in the biospheric dispersive mechanisms

occurs. The nuclides flow between subsistems are described with,

frequently ad hoc, specific equations.

Any model so constructed will comprise a set of subsystems

mathematically described as continuos media and conected to each

other through discrete boundaries.

The dispersión inside the subsystems as well as among subsystems
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are represented by mathematical equations. The irtajor adventage of

the mathematical expression is its minor ambiguity, expresive

economy and its predictive performance. Most of the scientific

theoretical models use to be 'mathematical models'. In

radiological modelization the aim of the model is to predict

radionuclide concentrations and doses in places and times which

are not directly accesible to the experience.

The mathematical model is seldom simple enough to be solved using

analitical techniques. In most cases the mathematical model is

solved with the help of a computer.

The digital technology of computers is well adaptad to the

solution of algebraic equations, but it is not so well adapted to

implement logical and topological transformations as humans make

when faced with a non algebraic problem. Non digital 'analogic

computers' have been designed and used for particular complex

problems as the turbulence, but the development of this kind of

methodologies is very limited.

For this reason, in order to make the best of the digital

computer capabilities, the equations constituting the

mathematical model are frequently aproximated (after some

manipulation) with a set of algebraic equations. This aproximation

is known as 'discretization' and its techniques are studied by a

mathematical discipline called 'numerical calculus'.

The whole procedure can be generally represented in the following

way: Scenario identification - identification of subsystems -

conceptual model- - mathematical model - numerical model -

numerical code (writen in Fortran, Pascal, C or other languages)

- Computer processing and solution.
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7.1 The construcción of a conceptual model in radiological

assesament.

The first step in any conceptual model is to identify the

assessment scenario. This implies to identify the temporal scale

and the spacial scale in the dispersive process that are relevant

for doses assessment. The radioactive decay time of the nuclides

released can be used to obtain a temporal scale for the problem.

It is not the same to study the biospheric impact of a reléase of

1-131, with a half-life of weeks, that to study a reléase with

Pu-238 and its descendents, with a life of thousands of years. For

the same reasons is not the same a systematic long-term reléase

and an accidental or disruptive reléase of contamination.

The spatial scale of interest is more difficult to identify.

As we commented before, irtajor attention should be paid to the

biospheric advective flows crossing the local área where the

reléase is taking place. The global observation of the media

surrounding the local área usually makes possible an estimation of

the order of magnitude of the dispersión in different directions

and so, it makes possible to identify the main ways of dispersión

to other regions. This previous calculation allows sometimes to

define a spacial boundaries for the biospheric system of interest.

But sometimes, this boundary must be defined tentatively, after

several calculations with progresively larger boundaries

incorporating new subsistems.

The next step is to divide the biosphere of interest in its

subsystems separated by interphases, and to identify the main

processes contributing to the dispersión inside the subsistems

and throuhg the interphases ('pathways').

If a deep repository of nuclear wastes is being studied, we should

consider the following items (Figure 3):
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- The source of radionuclides

- The penetration of radionuclides in the geologic médium

- The migration of radionuclides through this médium

- The penetration into the ecological médium and the environment

of human practices,

- The dispersión through this bio-ecological médium

- The penetration in the alimentary chains of the human group and

other possible paths of contact.

Consequently the radiological modelization for doses

assessment involves three sequential modelization practices:

Modelization in the geologic médium in order to obtain the

source term into the bio-ecologic médium,

Modelization in the bio-ecologic médium to obtain the source

term into the human environment

Modelization of the human practices and diets to estimate doses

and risks.

The next step is to identify in this coarse-grained or rough

disection of the system, those subsistems with similar dispersive

properties. In other words: we look for regions or sectors of the

whole process in which the radionuclide transfer can be

represented by the same dispersive mechanism in all its points in

space.

Each of these regions or sectors is called a ' subsystem' (figure

4) .

Subsystems are separated from each other by 'boundaries'. These

boundaries represent in general a discontinuity in the dispersive

properties of the médium.

This reduction process, leading from a complex continuous

dispersive process to a discrete dispersión through a number of

subsystems, is the base of the 'systemic approach'..
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The systemic approach always entails a process of

'simplification', that can be related to pattern recognition and

"form" recognition procedures.

In the example of figure 4 and 5, the set of patterns or forms

that represent the real dispersive médium includes: a surface

soil, a deep saturated soil, a regional aquifer, crops, etc.

Can be we sure that this reductionism is not an

oversimplification?

The ajiswer is no. Modelization is part of the scientific method

and science always works with hypotheses and simplifications.

Experience is of course the last judge; but in any case we have

two usefull criteria, in order to avoid crazy simplifications:

'Optimal simplicity requirement' (Occam): "Simplify the number

of subsistems and processes as much as possible avoiding at the

same time that the model may become irrelevant".

'Optimal sistemization requirement' (Ullanowicz): The disection

of the real process must be made in such a way that you interrupt

and neglect as less real feedbacks as possible".

These specific formulations of the two principies are inspired in

Occam and Ullanowicz respectively.

The first requirement invites to higher simplification, but the

second one do it in the direction of a better fit with complex

real behaviours.

The next step is to qualitatively establish the process driving

the contamination inside and between the subsystems.
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This representation, like that in figure 5 and 6, emphasizes the

qualitative processes driving the nuclides. This is what is called

the 'conceptual model'.

The signs (D, v, $, e, p, Kd...) in the figure 5 represent

different parameters controlling the dispersión inside the

subsystems; for instance, diffusión coefficients (D), water flows

(v), phase-equilibrium-distribution (Kd), etc.

The upper-phi-symbols (fl̂  represent flows between subsystems.

A more standard way to present a conceptual model is shown in the

figure 6.

In a conceptual model, the ñame of the processes between and

inside subsystems are explicitaly given: In fig. 6 for instance

one circle would represent the deposition of nuclides from air to

vegetation in soil, another one represents the process of nuclides

resuspension between soils and vegetation surface, another one

represents infiltration of nuclides from soil surface te

underground water; another one represents the advective transport

of nuclides through underground waters, etc. In general, each

circle represents a process of transfer.

The next step is to explicitely establish the nuclide transfer

between subsystems. This has to take into account the special

characteristics of different transfers.

In some cases, as in the transfer of contamination from crops to

population, specific agronomic studies must be carried out to

evalúate different aspeets such as:

- Irrigation necessities

- Total anual production
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- Behavior of the nuclide in the plant's metabolism.

In other cases, as in the transfer betwéen contaminated waters

flowing from an aquifer into streams and rivers, the flow is

simply a physical process, and it can be formulated using:

- General physical theories and models

- and pecific parameters obtained from the real location.

When the explicit flows of nuclides inside and between the

subsystems are represented by mathematxcal equations the resulting

set of equations is called a mathematical model of the transfer.

7.2 Construction of the mathematical model.

The major advantages of the mathematical formalism in models are:

- That it avoids ambigüity

- It has an strong economy of expressions

- It posseses predictive performances

That is the reason why most scientific (theoretical) models are

'mathematical models'.

In the construction of mathematical models, the following

situations are frequent:

Some of the processes in the figure 6 can be neglected (in a

preliminar calculation) if we find that its aportation to the

transport is orders of magnitude smaller than the others.

Frecuently it may be observed that a subsistem or interphase

'retains' the contamination for longer characteristic time than

the temporal scale of interest. In this case it has no sense to
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consider the transfer from this subsistem or interphase into other

ones.

It is important to estímate the order of magnitude of the

transport inside the subsystems previously to the final

calculation.

The reason is that many subsystems can have characteristic

dispersión times very small in comparaison with the times of

transfer through its interphases. If this time has the same order

of magnitude than the time of the problem, then we can neglect the

transfers through its interphases and limit our attention to the

dispersión inside the subsystem. But if the time of the problem

has the same order of magnitude than the transit through its

interphase then we can ignore the dispersión inside the subsystem

and consider simply that this subsystem has an always uniform

(but time-dependent) concentration. This kind of subsystem is

called a 'compartment'. The existence of a large proportion of

compartments in a set of subsystems greatly simplify the

mathematic formulation and solution.

For instance, if we are interested in dose assessment of nuclides

with radiactive decay of years or centuries, (e.g. systematic

reléase from low level wastes repositories) the subsystems with

response times smaller than a month can be considered in

equilibrium with the subsystems of slower response.

Inversely, if we are interested in the acute short-term effects

after an accidental nuclear reléase, then we can ignore the

dispersión inside subsystems with response times greater than the

year. In fact, these subsystems will act as sinks, accumulating

the contamination in the monthly scale instead of transmiting it.
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7.3 The ccappartmental modela.

A compartment model is an abstraction in which all subsystems can

be thought of as compartments.

Sometimes, a subsystem that is not a compartment can be reduced to

a set of smaller parts that are compartments. It is a frequent

case because the little volumes have in general smaller

homogenization times than the large volumes. This is also a

valuable resource in the formulation and resolution of the

mathematical model.

For example, when we have a constant flow of nuclides crossing a

médium, and we divide the médium into smaller parts, the

characteristic time t needed by a part in order to get a quasi

steady-state is proportional to the ratio Volume/Surface. This

time tends to zero when you increase indefinitely the number of

parts. Therefore, when the size is small enough the parts can be

considered as compartments with small error.

Therefore, many times a subsystem which does not fulfill the basic

condition to be considered a compartment can be reduced to a set

of compartments simply dividing the subsystem in many parts of

small size.

Some times a subsystem is conciously mathematically manipulated as

if it were a compartment, in order to obtain a quick estimation of

the order of magnitude of concentrations and doses. The

counterpart is the oversimplification and loss of accuracy in the

estimation of the dispersión through continuous media like

aquifers, seas, etc. What is worst, the uncertainty of the

prediction become undefined since it derives from structure

inadequately. This kind of approach is of wide application in

radiological assessment but it must be used only when we are sure

that the doses obtained are overestimations of the real ones.
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Figure 7 shows an example of compartment model able to calcúlate

the transfer of 1-131 from an atmospheric radioactive cloud to the

organic tissues of cattle. The equations representing the flow of

activity between compartments are included. The model has been

applied to 12 scenarios around the world that received

contamination coming from Tschernobyl [García-Olivares,A. et al

1988]. Another models predicted independently the contamination in

the same locations in order to intercompare the models each other

in the frame of the BIOMOVS-A4 international exercise [Kóhler

1991] The fig. 8 compares the predictions of different models and

the observed contamination in two different locations.

In the model of fig. 7 the flow between a compartment A (through

interphases) into others have been represented as linearly

proportional to the concentration in the compartment A. This is a

good aproximation when an advective flow drives the contamination

(see eq. 2.3) but this is not a general case. In many cases the

processes in the interphases possess nonlinear components. For

instance, the bioturbation and other biological activities coupled

with physicochemical variables in the soil can provoke strong

spatial and temporal variations in the transport rate of some

nuclides through the soil.

Nonlinear phenomena have been little studied and are not well

understood yet. In adittion, its study is very time consuming. In

this situation linear models are frequently a good ' zero-order' to

obtain the mass balance. However, the study of nonlinear effects

in the transport of nuclides is receiving a growing attention.

Under the hypothesis (i) compartmental and (ii) of linear flows

through the interphases, the mathematical model is reduced to a

set of linear ordinary diferential equations, like in fig. 7. The

solution of this kind of mathematical problems is well known.

The meaning of the coeficients Kij in fig. 8 is the fraction of
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activity that leaves the compartment-i per unit of time and go

into the compartment-j. Ii are the external sources into the

compartment-i.

We can see in fig. 8 that the concentration Q5 in compartment 5 is

obtained from the concentration Ql and Q2 in compartiments 1 and 2

through algebraic operations instead of one diferential

equation. Really, the original compartmental equation for the

compartment 5 would be:

dQ5/dt = QIK^ + Q2K25 + Q5(-Xr - K51 - K52) (7.1)

representing the interchange of nuclides trough the shallow-

root/soil and deep-root/soil interphase, in both directions. But

the typical transit time through this interphase is

t = In2 /Kij = In2 /K15 = 1 day (7.2)

If the time of interest in the problem is 10 days or more, we can

suposse with little error that Q5 has reached its steady state:

dQ5/dt = 0 or Q5 = al Ql + a2 Q2 (7.3)

that is an alternative way to write the fith equation in fig. 7.

7.4.- Formulation of the computer model, calculation aad

documentation of results.

Once we have formulated a set of self-consistent equations the

following step is to obtain the integrator of the set of equations,

which is a recipe able to solve the equation and give the solution.

This recipe must consist in a set of numerable and sequential

operations, called "iterations". Up to now digital computers are

prepared to make exclusively iterations on numbers, and are not
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prepared to impl2ment continuous transformations on them, for

example.

The set of iterations that the computer must implement to intégrate

the set of equations is called "the algorithm".

The numeric calculus is the branche of mathematics that study this

type of problems.

Different systems of equations have different kinds of algorithms

best adapted to their integration. There are three main methodologies

or methods of "numerical integration": Finite elements, finite

differences and cellular autómata.

The following necessary step is to transíate the algorithm into a set

of instructions written in some computer language, i.e, assambler, C,

Fortran-77, Pascal, Basic, etc. It is a set of instructions that may

be translated by the computer into a set of iterations in a more or

less direct way; the translation is made by digital processors called

the compiler and linker processors.

The set of algorithms already written in some computer language and

ready to solve the mathematical model constitutes the computer model,

sometimes called "the program".

The algorithms resulting from this translation may contain errors

that make the computer model inconsistent with the previous

mathematical model. In this case an additional effort should be

employed in the internal validation or simply "validation" of the

algorithm.

A variety of knowledge engineering and quality assurance tools can be

of great utility in the process of validation of a program.

After the internal validation the program may posses an aparently

rigorous logic but maybe it is finally solving a problem that we had
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not initially. For this reason it is highly recomendable to apply the

algorithm to a mathematical system of equations with solution

previously known. It constitutes a "test case" of the computer model.

Since they are not expected, large uncertainties in predictions may

result from common mistakes in programming, filing, using the

computer, manually copying and report writting.

The model user has the last responsability to grant that the

documented results are valid. In the same way it is the

responsability of the modeller the picture that he constructs of

reality, and it is a committed responsability of the modeller and the

politician (or manager) to accept that this picture is a pretty

representation of the reality quite adequated to the question stated.

7.5.- Resume of the operations to constract and to solve a model.

We have defined a mathematical radiological model as a set of

equations dealing with the nuclides:

- Inside the subsystems

- and between the subsystems.

In the process of construction of these mathematical relations, the

following pieces of advice can be usefull:

1. In no-homogeneous subsystems, specially in autonomous systems,

like a metabolism, pay attention to the Ullanowicz requirement.

2. Inside homogeneous subsystems:

2.1.- use the advection-difussion equations in non-esteady

conditions:
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= V(D(r)Vci) - v(r)Vc. - fturb (r,ci, Ve , .. .

I(r,t) - S(r,t) -?.rci(r)

where c is the concentration of the nuclide of kind i in the

subsystem.

Notice that the advection-diffusion equation in non-steady conditions

contains a diffusive term, an advective term, a term representing the

turbulent transport (f. , ), the sources (I) and sinks (S) of

contamination, and a term quantifying the radioactive decay losses.

2.2.- it is possible not to consider the dispersión of the

nuclides-i in the compartment if:

^inside < < 1 / [ d <lnc.out)/dt]

where c o u is the concentration of the nuclides "i" in the

surrounding compartments.

This is the 'compartment approach': a subsystem can be considered a

compartment only if the average time of dispersión inside the

subsystem is much smaller than the average time needed (by the

contamination) to enter and leave the subsystem.

3. Between subsystems:

3.1.- do not underestimate the complexity of the interfases.

3.2.- consider the possible existence of nonlinear feedbacks.

3.3.- use parameters obtained ad hoc experimentally based.

3.4.- between compartments: in transfers driven by advective

flows or fluxes, the transfer may be represented by a first-order

differential equation.
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Notice that if the process driving the contamination is mostly

advective, then the flow <& of contamination from one compartment into

a vicine compartment is:

$ = W c = (v/jj c2 - (vAjj Cj

where c, .~. is the concentration of contamination in the compartment

1(2), 1 is the distance separating both vicine compartments 1 and 2.

We can define a parameter k = v/1 that is a local rate transfer

between 1 and 2. For this reason, the process can be represented as a

linear transfer between compartments, in which 2 receives

contamination from 1 with the rate k1? = (v.. / , ) , and losses

contamination into 3 with the rate k«3 = (v2/-,) :

k12 Cl ~ k23 C2

However, this is not the case when the diffusion and turbulent fluxes

are important.

Sometimes, the diffusion through an interfase can be represented by a

double-direction advective flow which is proportional to the

concentration in the compartment that is releasing contamination.

The figures 9 and 10 show a resume of the whole process of

modelization, from the scenario identification to the numerical

solution of the model through a computer progra^.:

(1) First, we have the scenario identification. In this first step

the source term is identified in its spacial and temporal aspects, as

well as the sourranding biosphere.

The following steps are:

(2) Identification of subsystems

(3) Construction of the conceptual model
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(4) Formulation of the mathematical model

(5) Translation of (4) into a numerical model

(6) Translation of (5) into a numerical code

(7) Calculation and documentation of results.

We must notice that there are some numerical codes that help to the

user to construct the numerical model. But this does not save the

user from observing, thinking and constructing the conceptual model.

The specific conceptual model is always the precondition of a

specific numerical model and the precondition of a specific numerical

code.
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8. PARflMETERS OBTAINING.

8.1 General considerations.

Each coefficient Kij in fig. 8 has been calculated as a

fuction of a set of parameter controlling the dispersión through the

interphase. These parameters are site-dependent (e.g. rain rates,

soil permeability, Kd, water flows, type of crop, etc.

The obtention of the model's parameters should be made

experimentally for each specific scenario if it is possible.

However it is not always possible to obtain experimental site-

specific information for each parameter necessary to the model.

In this case generic valúes are usually used for some parameters.

These generic parameters of radionuclides transfer have been

stablished in a wide variety of experimental conditions and there are

some bibliographical references that review the main resulta [IUR

1990], [Coughtrey 1983], [Till & Meyer 1983], [NRPB 1979].

In this case great care should be put in choosing and using generic

parameters obtained in experimental conditions as similar as

possible to the conditions of the scenario we are modelling.

8.2 Parameters in equilibrium modela and parameters in dynamical

models.

We have seen that the transport of radioactive materials through

tae biosphere can be represented by mathematical models.

These models have been classified in two classes:

1. equilibrium models or steady-state models,

2. Dynamical models, or time-dependent models.
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Equilibrium models are applied when the following conditions are

fullfilled:

(a) The reléase from the source is continuous ór varíes slowly with

time;

(b) The short term effects are of little importance and therefore a

steady-state estimation is enough.

The radiological impact of the sitial 1 systematic releases originated

in nuclear power plants is a typical situation where equilibrium

models can be appropiately "sed. The steady-state calculation is a

reasonable aproximation for cases like this, where the doses are

(in general) orders of magnitude under the regulatory limits.

On the other hand, dynamical models are applied when the following

conditions are fullfilled:

(a) The reléase is punctual in the time or intermittent, as it

happens in nuclear accidents.

(b) A short term impact assessment has to be carried out.

In such cases where both a time varying source and time varying

concentrations have to be considered, then dynamical models have to

be applied.

We will consider in this chapter only compartment models and their

parameters, since they are the most applied in modelisation of

radionuclide transfer with assessment purposes.

The structure of (i) equilibrium compartment models and (ii)

dynamical compartment models, is shown in the figure 11.

In the first case we have a chain of transfers in which the

concentration of activity in each compartment is related to the

concentration in the previous compartment, through concentration

factors.
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In the second case, the time derivative of the concentration in the

compartments is related to the concentration in other compartments,

through rates of transfer.

Models, either equilibrium or dynamic models are representations of

a set of transfer processes controlled by a set of parameters.

In the first case, the parameters are: concentration, dietary and

dosimetric factors.

In the second case, the parameters are: transfer rates, and dietary

and dosimetric factors.

Concentration factors can be defined by the quotient of integráis

shown in the scheme 1. c. is the concentration of activity in one

compartment and c~ is the concentration in the next compartment in

the transfer chain.

This formula can be used to obtain concentration factors from

experimental measurments of concentration in natural subsystems.

The methodology necessary to obtain dynamic parameters is

different. In this case it is necessary to quantify the temporal

response of a compartment to a spike of contamination like that

shown in the first figure of the scheme 1. The response is supossed

to be aproximately an exponential of the type shown. The exponent k

is the transfer rate of contamination from the compartment into the

compartments surrounding it.

When this response is the addition of several exponentials then

several processes of transfer acting in parallel on different parts

of the subsystem are probably taking place.

For instance, if the subsystem is a plant, maybe that some process

of transfer are acting on the contamination in the surface (like

the washout) and other different processes are acting on the whole
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volume (as the growth dilution). In this cases, the compartment is

really the addittion of two compartments.

The five main experimental sources of parameters are resumed in the

scheme 1.

The specific data can be usually found, in revised and reviewed

form, in the reports generated by international and national

institutions (and laboratories), as well as in some scientific

reviews published in scientific journals.

The chart I shows some examples of these institutions and reviews.

The previous bibliographical sources are specially usefull to

obtain parameters that are supposed to be applicable to many

situations and, in addittion, they can not be obtained without a

strong experimental paraphernalia. These parameters can not be

obtained ad-hoc for each specific location easily and they are

called 'generic' parameters.

It is the case with many radionuclide dependent parameters.

The same is true in the case of dosimetric parameters, which

require a permanent research in physiology, biology and internal

dosimetry.

But many parameters mainly radionuclide-independent ones, can be

obtained ad-hoc and should be obtained ad-hoc in order to mantain

their uncertainty experimentally bounded.

In the chart II some examples of the three group of parameters are

shown.

Variability is a intrinsic feature of natural parameters, specially

when they are generic parameters which are expected to take

different valúes in different scenarios.
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For this reason, after the literature review it is necessary to

process the information obtained, either to construct an

uncertainty distribution for each parameter, or to select only one

numerical valué for each parameter that can be representative of

the process.
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9. THE ÜNCERTAINTIES IH THE MODELS.

Three important implicit hypotheses underlied the models studies up

to here:

(i) A deterministic mathematical structure is suitable to

represent the set of biospheric processes driving and controling

the dispersión.

(ii) The real behavior is regular, it obbeys exclusively to the

structure above, and it depends on the specific valúes of a set

of control parameters and initial conditions.

(iii) This structure will mantain its adequacy as time goes by.

This three hypotheses constitute the essence of what is called

'deterministic model' .

Strictly deterministic models have a limited application tnainly

because the parameters controlling the model have a great natural

variability, they depend on other not well known variable and

many specific circumstances escape to our spatially and temporarily

limited observation.

We can say that there are three main sources of uncertainties in a

model: (a) The model itself, (b) The data and parameters, (c) The

environmental and cultural changes.

Inside (a) we have the uncertainty associated to the model

structure. It is not always evident what processes are operating

in a specific situation: In the conceptual model we may not be

considering relevant processes and we may consider as important

some irrelevant processes. In addition, once we have identified the

most important processes maybe these processes can not be so well

undestood in order to model them in a quantitative way.

The uncertainty is very dependent on what -variable we are
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interested in. Variables coupled to not very stable processes

and/or estimated at predefined times posess usually major

uncertainties. On the contrary, variables associated to

invariants and/or steady states and calculated at a long time may

posess relatively minor uncertainty if there is no structural

unstabilization of the steady state.

The uncertainty (b) in data and parameters is usually called

'variability'. Part of the uncertainty in the parameters that a

model utilize comes from the fact that they depend from a set of

variables which have not been controlled in the moment of its

experimental obtention.

In addittion, we may be applying a parameter dependent of variables

to a situation in which we do not know the valué of these

variables.

Moreover, we may apply a parameter that is adequated to certain

conditions, to some very different conditions.

An important example is the Kd parameter and its strong dependence

of the concentration of other ions, pH, and other local conditions.

Another example is the soil/plant equilibrium parameter Bv.

We can see that the lack of knowledge on the causes of the natural

variability becomes source of uncertainty.

Macroscopic processes constituted by complex lower scale

processes are frequently represented by coarse grain parameters.

This is an independent source of uncertainty that in the limit is

indistingishable from the 'natural variability'. In fact the

simplification of processes which are supossed to be more complex

than their model is an attitude intrinsic to the modelization

method. And there is no scientific alternative to the theoretical

modelization. An example of coarse graining is the utilization of
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the equilibrium factor Bv for the nuclides interchange between

roots and soil. Really it is a double direction dynamical process

involving several physicochemical and biologicál mechanisms.

A very usufull method to quantify the variability in a model's

parameters is to consider the parameters like stochastic

variables. Uncertainty distributions can be assigned to each

parameter with the help of the previous scientific experience on

it. These uncertainty distributions are usually obtained using

some kind of expert judgement and literature review, as we

discussed.

The parameter's uncertainty distribution is given in general as a

probability density function (PDF) for the occurrence of each

accesible valué.

Some procedures and criteria are necessary in order to carry out

the translation from valúes in literature into a specific PDF for a

parameter. These procedures and criteria are usually known as

'expert advice'.

The main use of an expert is his invetérate ability to select

valúes which match the experimental conditions of measurements to

the conditions to be modelled.

However, once an expert has selected a set of bibliographical

valúes, he may ask himself what is the uncertainty distribution

associated to this set of valúes. To make this each expert has its

own more or less subjetivistic criteria.

The Scheme 2 shows one of these set of rules.

The kind of criteria presented in the Scheme 2 seems reasonable and

for this reason they are used. But to justify these criteria it is

necessary to use the probability theory. The use of the theory of

probability probably will make possible to find criteria much more
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accurate than the subjetivistic ones.

For example, the use of the fuzzy sets theory seems to be fruitfull

to a logically coherent estimation of a PDF from a (even small)

collection of valúes for the parameter and subjective constraints.

When the number of valúes of the set is large, then the use of

statistical estimators like the "máximum likelihood estimator" and

others seems quite aplicable to the obtaintion of the most probable

PDF for the parameter. This method will be documented elsewhere.

In conclusión, more objective methodologies are possible. This

methodologies are currently being investigated, and are closely

related to digital automats procedures and artificial intelligence.

Once the PDF associated to all the parameters has been defined it

is possible to study the contribution of these PDF to the

uncertainty in the model's results. For it is usual to solve

the model with different combinations of the accesible valúes of

the parameters in order to obtain a PDF for the result. Then it

is easy to study the correlations between the parameter's PDD and

results PDFs.

It should be noticed that the parameter variability does not come

totally from ignorance, simplifications and unapropiated

applications. Part of the variability is associated to the

intrinsic impredictibility in the response of the complex

systems. This is related to the high unstability of complex

systems to little variations in the initial conditions, the high

variety of external perturbations that natural systems suffer,

and the contingent structural changes that they suffer in the

long term [Prigogine 1980], which is typical of many-components

open systems.

Finally (c) great uncertainties can derive when models of fixed

boundaries are applied to predict concentrations in the far
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future, when environmental and cultural evolution is expected to

happen.
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10. THE LONG TERM PREDICTION AND THE PROBABILISTIC MODELS.

10.1 General problem.

Sources of radionuclides as the high level radioactive wastes

(coming from the nuclear power reactors) introduce quite new

problems in the radiological assessment and modelization. This is

due to the long semidecay times of the radionuclides involved.

The characteristic time at which these radionuclides come to a

radioctivity level similar to the uraniferous radioactive wastes

is 35 to 50 thousands years. This time is thus the typical period

to be considered in a modelization of high activity wastes.

Uncertainties coming from changes in the environment and human

activities can be frequently neglected in short térra assessment

of radiological risks. But they become very important in long

term estimations of (potential) radiological impact. The

processes of structural change become very important also in this

case. In these situations the hypotheses of stationarity of flows

and boundaries controlling the dispersión of nuclides must be

substituted by hypothetical flows and boundaries changing with

the time. Two possible ways to genérate some plasticity in the

model structure have been attempted:

(a) to define a finite set oí scenarios conceivable in the long

term and try to quantify its probability of occurrence. In the

case of a radioactive waste repository, the procedure to select

these scenarios is to define a closed set of structural changes

("events") possible in the present repository and to combine them

each other in the way of a 'tree of failures' [CEC PAGIS 1988].

Variables dealing with future population, economics and human

practices could be discretized in a similar way.

(b) In the second method the model generates its own future
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geobiospheric scenarios from a set of driving processes

incorporated in it. These processes of environmental change are

defined probabilistically and correlated each óther [DOE Dames &

Moore 1989] . The long tenti evolution of the scenario is very

dependent on (i) the climate change dynamics and (ii) the biosphere

and geosphere response to the climatic change.

The above divission should be not considered very strictly

because models generating scenarios (b) can be used to define a

set of representative geobiospheric scenarios as in (a).

On the other hand, to formúlate mathematically the long term

evolution in the social practices is unrealistic even in a

probabilistic way. For this reason, models usually deals only with

the geobiospheric processes.

A model of radiological assessment in such a long temporal scales

as 30 thousand years must include (i) a model of long term

radionuclides dispersión and (ii) a model of the scenario

evolution. At the same time, the model of scenario evolution can

be considered as a model of (probable) climate change and a model

of the effects of climate on the geobiosphere cycles.

In the long term the radionuclides are expected to incorpórate in

the main geobiosphere steady flows and cycles. But the way in

which they will do it is not well known. For this reason the

parameters that models of the type (i) have to use are very

uncertain. These models have a lot to gain from the current studies

on 'natural analogues'.

The quaternary studies currently in course in relation with the

'climate change' and related problems are expected to offer

relevant results that probably will make possible a better

parameterization of the scenario evolution models (type ii).
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10.2 Long term evolution and uncertainties.

The climate as well as the biosphere are open, complex, far-from-

equilibrium systems. These kind of systems differ from usually

studied systems in several aspects:

a) They show dynamical instability in the presence of small

variations in their initial conditions, (b) they show more than

one behavior that is compatible with the boundary conditions.

The first feature implies that two very cióse initial states tends

to become exponentially uncorrelated as time goes. The second

feature implies that the system is able to pass from one regime

of behavior to other qualitatively different in response to

variations in the parameters controlling the feedbacks between

the subsystems ('bifurcation' phenomena) or maybe in response to

external and internal perturbations.

Dynamical unstability limites the predictability from initial

conditions in complex systems. For instance, C. Nicolis [1989]

has estimated that the predictability of the climatic system is

around 25 thousand years.

External and internal perturbations (noise, fluctuations...) are

even more impredictible and they introduce in the problem

phenomena coming from lower temporal and spacial scales.

In this situation the standard initial-condition models and the

uncertainty propagation analysis related to them are not very

usefull.

This kind of dynamical and evolutive situations, taking place in

complex systems and being influenced by processes occuring in

very different scales, has been overtaken only very recently in

science.

The first mathematical formalism trying to model this kind of
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problems has been contributed by the 'synergetics' school,

established by H. Haken [1983] which was based to some extent on

the formulations contributed by I.Prigogine [1973] and its school

some years before.

In the mathematical framework contributed by the synergetics the

macroscopic variables are considered as stochastic variables

goberned by feedbacks between them but subjected to external and

internal noises and perturbations.

The natural mathematic expression of this kind of problems is the

system of equations dealing with the temporal evolution of the

probability distributions associated to the variables: The

'master' equations. A master equation has the following structure:

(10.1)

where wt and w* are the probability of transitions between two near

states (£+JQ and t,-Ü) accesible to the variable %, and p(£,t) is the

probability of finding the variable in % at time t.

If wt, w4- and p(£,t) are functions of £, we can expand the right

side of (10.1) to obtain the Fokker-Planck equation:

(10.2)

where:

are the drift and diffusión coeficcients respectively. The drift is

the local rate of change in the distribution's average, and is

produced by the interactive feed-backs between variables. The

difussion is the local rate of change in the distribution's

variance and it is produced by the external and internal noise. The
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'noise' itself is defined as the natural variability coming from

lower scales.

Each macroscopic variable in our model vill have associated an

equation like (10.2). This kind of equations provides a natural

formulation of the long term uncertainties propagation.

The system of Fokker-Planck equations is formally equivalent to a

Langevin system of equations:

dí^/dt =í̂

d^/dt = f.(£.,^,t;a.) + [s.(^)]1/2C.(t) (10.3)

vhere f. (?L , £., t; a.) contains the feedback between the variables ÍL

(including ^.) and £. • The parameters a. control the system

dynamics. L is a "Wiener" (normal S-correlated) stochastic noise.

This equations describe one of the many possible trayectories of

the system starting from a given initial condition.

When f. (ÍL , £., t; a.) = E.c.iL then the feedbacks are linear. The
J J J J J

resolution of (10.3) is easier in this case. Things are easier too

if 9f./3L = 3f./8£. for all i,j. In this case the set of feedbacks

f. is the negative gradient of a potential V: f. =
£., ̂., t; oc)/3£.. If the potential V presents a concavity an

'attractor' is associated to its bottom (V being then a "Lyapunov"

potential).

Let us take out the noise terms s.C from the equations (10.3). The

remaining deterministic system is said to have an attractor if

all the solution curves approach to a bounded set of valúes as t ->

Some categories of attractors frequently found are: Steady states;
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Limit cycles; Caotic attractors.

Let us introduce again the noise terms in the right side of eqs.

(10.3). If the noise is amplified by the feedbacks the attractor is

not stable and the variables can not stay bounded. In this

situation the stabilising feedbacks are not able to avoid that the

positive feedbacks destroy the current structure of feedbacks.

A different situation occurs when the system 'self-organizes'.

A system is said to be 'self-organizing' vhen:

a) It maintains its attractors in the temporal scale it is being

studied, b) Its attractors are stable in the presence of the

expected noise in the scale considered.

Paleologic evidences coming from the study of the Quaternary age

show that the biosphere and the climate are not expected to come to

its end or suffer major unstabilizations and structural changes in

a scale od 25 thousand years. This shows that the set of variables

used to define the geobiospheric system in this temporal scale are

apparently stable in this scale (and for this reason they have been

used as variables!).

The existence of stable attractors makes the long term prediction

problem not so inaccesible as it looked like before. The dynamics

instability tends to sepárate exponentially nearby trayectories.

This set a boundary to the predictability from initial

conditions. But attractors tend to collect these trayectories in

the long term in a bounded place. This put a limit to the

absolute uncertainty in the long term prediction.

The modelization of the climate-biosphere system is currently in

its beginning. Probably the deterministic-stochastic

methodologies outlined above will have an important role in the

modelization of this complex problem.
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Fig. 1: Development of a turbulent layer due to the desestabilization of a
laminar advective flow, according to Reynolds [Reynolds 1985] [Ludwig 1988].

Fig. 2: Potential pathways of vegetation contamination.

Fig. 3: Main subsystems to be studied in the dispersión of
radionuclides from an underground repository of radioactive wastes.

Fig. 4: Construction of the conceptual model. Identification of
media and subsystems with specific dispersive properties and
identification of possible pathways for the flux of nuclides.

Fig. 5: Construction of the conceptual model. Identification of
the parameters controlling the dispersión in the subsystems.

Fig. 6: Main subsistems and pathways in the transfer of the contamination from
a radioactive wastes repository. The circles represent mechanisms
generating the transfer between subsystems. (acording to BICMOVS B8
final report).

Fig. 7.
Example of a compartimental model: The PRXMA.
model. The first scheme correspond to the soil-
plant subsystem. The second one to the transfers
inside the body of the animal. The variables in
the model are t, Q-, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q

r
±r Q'2,

Q' T, Q' . and Q',-. The k-vanables are parameters
and X. is the raaioactive decay constant.

Fig. 8: Two outputs of the model of fig. 7.5: Activity
concentration in forage vegetation as a function of time in
Tokai, Japan, and activity concentration in milk as a function of
time in Portland, USA. The results of other dynamical models and
the observed valúes are included (from Kohler et al 1991).
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Fig. 9: Resume of the procedure to construct a model of radionuclides dispersión

Fig.10: Resume of the procedure to construct a model of radionuclides dispersión

Fig. 11: Structure of the two most common kinds of compartmental models.

SCHEME 1: TWO KINDS OF MODELS AND THEIR MOST COMMON TRANSFER
PARAMETERS. EXPERIMENTAL SOURCES TO OBTAIN PARAMETERS.

CHART I: SOME INSTITUTIONS AND SCIENTIFIC REVIEWS A PRIORI USEFULL
IN THE OBTAINING OF GENERIC PARAMETERS FOR RADIONUCLIDES TRANSFER.

CHART II: THREE MAIN KINDS OF PARAMETERS IN RADIONUCLIDE TRANSFER
ACCORDING TO THEIR FUNCTIONAL EFFECT IN THE MODEL. EXAMPLES.

SCHEME 2: Example of a set of rules used to construct a distribution from data.
The criteria are subjectivistic.
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Fig. 1 Development of a turbulent layer due to the unstabilization of
laminar advective flow, according to Reynolds [Reynolds 1985]
[Ludwig 1988].
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SOURCE
OF

RADIONUCLIDES

GEOLOGIC MÉDIUM
(SUBSYSTEM 1)

BIO-ECOLOGIC
MÉDIUM

(SUBSISTEM 2)

HUMAN POPULATION
POTENTIALLY EXPOSED

(SUBSISTEM 3)

MODE
LIZA
TION

'SYSTEM': SET OF REGULAR PROCESSES.

A) IN SUBSISTEM-1 TO OBTAIN SOURCES INTO 2
B) IN SUBSISTEM-2 TO OBTAIN SOURCES INTO 3
C) IN SUBSISTEM-3 TO STIMATE DOSES AND RISKS

Fig. 3: Main subsystems to be studied in the dispersión of
radionuclides from an underground repository of radioactive wastes.
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SOURCE
OF

RADIONUCLIDES

POROUS \ ACUATIC

MEDIA \ MEDIA \ ATMOSPHERIC

MÉDIUM

UNDERGROUND

SURFACE
WATER

REGIONAL \ RIVERS/ *
SOIL

AQUIFEROUS
CRQPS

HUMAN
POPULATION

CATTLE

(Regional or Local)

Fig. 4: Construction of the conceptual model. Identification of
media and subsystems with specific dispersive properties and
identification of possible pathways for the flux of nuclides.
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-i»

HUMAN
POPULATION
(Regional or Local)

CATTLE

Fig. 5: Construction of the conceptual model. Identification of
the parameters controlling the dispersión in the subsystems.
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Example of a compartimental model: The PRYMA
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plant subsystem. The second one to the transfers
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Fig. 8: Two outputs of the model of fig- 7. : Activity
concentration in forage vegetation as a function of time in
Tokai, Japan, and activity concentration in milk as a function of
time in Portland, USA. The results of other dynamical models and
the observed valúes are included (from Kohler et al 1991).
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(1) SCENARIO IDENTIFICATION:
Specillc: space-temporal iield wilh complex dlspersive

properties, receivig a source ol radionuclides.

SOURCE

RIVER

CROPS

(2) IDENTIFICATION OF SUBSISTEMS:
Reductlon oi (1) io a set ol spat io- temporal lields

subjected to dil lerent dispersivo mechanisms and proper t ies

separated by áreas ("interphases") ol discont inui t les .

(3) CONCEPTUAL MODEL:
Identilication ol the qualitative mechanisms driven the

dispersión inside and between subsisiems. E.g.

SOIL
SUR FAC E

i n M I l i a t l o a /

DEEP
SOIt

Ha

Po

ú l e u l a r

A b i o r p l l o n

PLANTS
SURFACE

|

i
PLANTS

BODY

l o l l l l i a l l o D o a w ^ _ C o l t l » L . d t n o

UN DERGROUN
WATER CATTLE

| W a t * i C o a i a m p t l O D

V v g t l a b l t i

C O D I U m p l l O D

Ka 1ro a 1

p c o d u c l i

HUMAN
POPULATION

Fig. 9: Resume of the procedure to construct a model of radionuclides dispersión



(4) MATHEMATICAL MODEL:

Reduction oí (1) to a set oí spatio-temporal íields with

simpliíied dispersive properties and a set oí transíer

processes between them. E.g.:

ot

i : 1 , 2 •••N

&

(5) NUMERICAL MODEL:

The equations(4) dealin with subsystems are redticed to

algebraic 'discretized' equation dealing with 'cells'

(1 subsystems —N cells. N»"l ií it is a compartment)
Discretization methods:

. Finite elements.

. Finite diííernces.
. Cellular automats.

(6) NUMERICAL CODE:

Computer programs (FORTRAN, PASCAL, C, etc.)

Fig.10: Resume of the procedure to construct a model of radionuclides dispersión



DOSE
D

EQUILIBRIUM MODELS

C'i = AF x I

C72 = CFl2 x d + CF42 x C4

C8 = CF 2 3 x C2

C4 = CF1 4 x C'i

CF x C5

= C3 x D x DF3 + CB x DF5 X D

general : d = I

where:

v4F : Acumulation Factor.
/ : Iutake.
CF : Concentration Factors.
d : Dose.
DF : Dosimetric Factors.
D : Dietary parameter.

where:

F = AF or C7F or £>F or £»
p : Parallel patliways.
s : Series patliways.

DYNAMICAL MODELS

d% = Iv^d + A'42C2 - (A,. + K23 +

d = D x r>F3 x C-i + D x £>F5 x C5

Fig. 11: Structure of the two most common kinds of compartmental models.



- TRANSFER PARAMETERS -

- KINETIC OR TIME DEPENDENT MODELS.-

.". PARAMETERS: Transfer Rates betven coapartments.

Ci

-K t with K = Kil + Ki2 +

- EQUILIBRIUM MODELS.-

PARAMETERS: Concentrations Factors.

r- c 2 ( t ) dt

CF12 too

Jo cx
(t) dt

ISOURCES OF PARAMETERSI

Fall-out Studies from Nuclear Test -> (Reports UNSCEAR)
Experimentation on Stable Nuclides -» (IUR - IAEA)

(NRPB)
(CEA)...

Routinary Releases from Nuclear Power Plants —-> (Safety
Series IAEA)

Accidental Releases —-» (Chernobyl - UNSCEAR)
—-» (Windscale - NRPB)

Acute releases Experiments under controlled conditions (Lab.)

SCHEME 1: TWO KINDS OF MODELS AND THEIR MOST COMMON TRANSFER
PARAMETERS. EXPERIMENTAL SOURCES TO OBTAIN PARAMETERS.
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- INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS -

* IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna.

* IUR: International Union of Radioecologist (IAEA).

* ISPRA: Joint Research Centre, Italy (CEC).

* NEA: Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD).

* ICRP: International Commission on Radiological Protection.

* UNSCEAR: United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of

Atomic Radiation.

* FAO: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

* WHO: World Health Organization.

- NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTERS -

* NRPB: National Radiological Protection Board (UK).

* JAERY: Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (Japan).

* SKBF/KBS: Studsvik Energiteknik AB (Sweden).

* SCK/CEN: Studiecentrum vor Kernenergie (Belgium).

* DOE: Department of Energy (USA).

* CEA: Atomic Energy Commission (France).

* ORNL: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (USA).

* LLNL: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (USA).

* RISO: Riso National Laboratory (Denmark).

* CRNL/AECL: Chalk River Nuclear Laboratory (Canadá).

* CENC: Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache (France).

- SCIENTIFIC REVIEWS -

- Till, J.E. & Meyer, H.R., " Radiological Assessment"

NUREG/CR-3 332. 1983.

- Coughtrey, P.J. & Thorne, M.C., "Radionuclide distribution and

transport in terrestrial and aquatic ecosistem". A critical

review of data. A.A. Balkema. Rotterdam 1983. Vol.III.

- IAEA. Draft Working Document. " Handbook of parameter valúes for

the prediction of radionuclide transfer in the terrestrial and

freswater environments". 1987.

- IAEA. "Procedures and data. Generic models and parameters for

assesing the environmental transfer of radionuclides from

routine releases. Exposures of critical groups". SS-57, 1982.

- IUR."Soil-to-plant Transfer Factor" Vlth Report of the working

group. 1989.

CHART I: SOME INSTITUTIONS AND SCIENTIFIC REVIEVS A PRIORI USEFULL
IN THE OBTAINING OF GENERIC PARAMETERS FOR RADIONUCLIDES TRANSFER.
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* RADIONUCLIDE-DEPENDENT TRANSFER PARAMETERS
* RADIONUCLIDE INDEPENDENT TRANSFER PARAMETERS
* DOSIMETRIC PARAMETERS

- RADIONUCLIDE DEPENDENT.-

Radioactive Constant (X )

Wash-out Rates in plants (X _sIl)

Distribution Coefficients in soils (Bv)

Bioavailability of nuclide in soil (time-dependent!)

Transfer Rate from foodstoff to milk (..or beef)

- RADIONUCLIDE INDEPENDENT.-

POPULATION: density, distribution, demografic

- GEOGRAPHIC:

- CLIMATOLOGY:

- AGRONOMIC:

- DIETARY:

tendencies . . .

size of contaminated área, type of soils,

type of crops, hidrology . . .

temperature, precipitation rates, wind

probabilitir3 . . .

crop productions, irrigation rates . . .

standard diet, exported products,

industrial procassing of raw products . . .

DOSIMETRIC.-

- Dose conversión factors (age-dependent. Sv/Bq)

CHMT I I : THREE MAIN KINDS OF PARAMETERS IN RADIONUCLIDE TRANSFER
ACCORDING TO THEIR FUNCTIONAL EFFECT IN THE MODEL. EXAMPLES.
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CONSTRUCTION OF AN UNCERTAINTY DiSTRIBUTION

LITERATURE RECONMENDED VALÚES:

00

1

(V
.

1 1

A) Whenever we have no literatura Information about p, but wo
'strongly íeel' that p can not be never under p, ñor over p :
Unilorm 1 between p, Se p2.

B) lí A can be applied but we have some addit ional
measurement c:

. Triangular a-=b-c ( | b / a | ( 1 0 )
. Logtriangular a-b-c (Ib/al > 10)

C) il the number oí experimental valúes is (M(10) but
we are much more confideni on one o! the»*a, we apply B

D) ií N}10, all ol them equally apropiated to the scenarfo
. Normal: p«>m; ©•*•» s, where (m,s) are the m a i i m i í k
likellhood stimator íor average and variance.

. Log-normal : ( log s l / 2 > log m )

MORE OBJETIVE METHODOLOG1ES ARE DESlRABLE.
. Digital autómata and artificial Intolligenco.

SCHEME 2: Example of a set of rules used to construct a distribution from data.
The criteria are subjectivistic.
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